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Farmed and Dangerous
This book offers a revolutionary way to tell bedtime stories helping to make
bedtime a time of peace, calm and sleep for your child. Based on psychological
principles and techniques, these stories will help to guide your child comfortably
asleep. They are to be read to your child at bedtime, rather than with or by your
child. These bedtime stories are written to be read to 4-7 year old's (they can be
read to children as young as two) as they rest in bed with their eyes shut listening
along. Each of the stories takes about 10-15 minutes to read. The sleepy bedtime
story approach has been taught to many parents and used by professionals
working in care homes to help children fall asleep at night. This approach can be
used with any story, but this is the first time that stories have been written
specifically to optimise the effectiveness of the techniques. If you are after a
scientific, calming, relaxing approach to getting your child to sleep, then this is
definitely the bedtime stories book for you.

Hasty Wedding
This book comprises a detailed investigation of the 'Flor Sherry Process', with
information on acidity, oxidation, fining and stabilizing, effect of temperature, and
much more besides. Written in clear language and full of useful information and
helpful diagrams and tables, this text will be of considerable value to anyone
interested in the production of flor sherry. It is not to be missed by the discerning
collector. The chapters of this volume include: 'Classes of Spanish Sherry', 'The
Vintage in Jerez', 'First Classification', 'The Solera System', 'The Film', 'Blending and
Finishing', 'Spoilage', 'Properties of Flor Yeasts', 'Classification', 'Microscopial
Appearance', 'Chalon and Jarez Compared', 'Alcohol Tolerance of Film', etcetera.
We are proud to republish this vintage text, now complete with a new and specially
commissioned introduction on wine-making.

Sacred Souls
The myths—and reality—behind the state of Israel In this groundbreaking book,
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published on the fiftieth anniversary of the Occupation, the outspoken and radical
Israeli historian Ilan Pappe examines the most contested ideas concerning the
origins and identity of the contemporary state of Israel. The “ten myths” that
Pappe explores—repeated endlessly in the media, enforced by the military,
accepted without question by the world’s governments—reinforce the regional
status quo. He explores the claim that Palestine was an empty land at the time of
the Balfour Declaration, as well as the formation of Zionism and its role in the early
decades of nation building. He asks whether the Palestinians voluntarily left their
homeland in 1948, and whether June 1967 was a war of “no choice.” Turning to the
myths surrounding the failures of the Camp David Accords and the official reasons
for the attacks on Gaza, Pappe explains why the two-state solution is no longer
viable.

Made Things
Sweetwater Run
Beloved storyteller Belva Plain understands the rich tapestry of the human heart
like no other. Her many dazzling New York Times bestsellers probe the shifting
bonds of marriage and family with insight, compassion, and uncommon grace. And
her new novel is no exception. A tale of fathers and daughters, lovers and families,
acts of love and acts of betrayal, Her Father’s House is Belva Plain’s most powerful
and unforgettable novel yet. It is the spring of 1968 when Donald Wolfe, a young
graduate of a midwestern law school, arrives in New York. Filled with ambition and
idealism, he is dazzled not only by the big city but by the vivacious, restless Lillian,
whom he marries in the heat of infatuation. Surely theirs is no marriage made in
heaven, but they have a child, Tina, and she is the love of Donald’s heart. For her
he would give up everything--his home, his distinguished career, and his freedom.
When his flawed marriage begins to fail, a choice must be made. Shall he consider
a step that would force him into flight and a life of hiding? From her earliest years,
Tina is exceptional, a brilliant student and a joyous, loving spirit. At the university
she falls in love with Gilbert, who graduates from law school just as she is about to
enter medical school. Together they go to New York, where she learns the truth
about her family’s past, a truth that must change her regard for the father who has
protected and cherished her. When a terrible lie has been told out of love, can it be
forgiven? With courage and compassion, Belva Plain paints a moving portrait of the
choices that shape the course of our lives, the secrets that haunt us, and the love
that helps us heal and move on. It is a work of riveting storytelling and rare
emotional power by one of the most gifted novelists of our time.

Alien Encounter
A funny cozy mystery series full of bold women, a quirky and lovable town, and one
seriously hopeless romance.The Hopeless Tigers just won the biggest football
game in school history!But as often happens in the quirky yet snakebitten town of
Hopeless, Idaho there's a bit of a problem. A dead body has shown up. That's right.
Another one. As usual, Investigative reporter Hope Walker is on the scene. But this
time, the mystery is particularly thorny.Hope has to sort through various motives
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and suspects in her most confusing mystery yet. Plus, she has to figure out where
she stands with the handsome sheriff in town. Especially now that a new suitor has
thrown his hat into the ring.Will this be the crime to finally stump Hope?And will
Hope ever figure out what she really wants out of life? Order the fourth book in the
Hope Walker Mysteries, A Hopeless Game, today!Five Star Praise For The Hope
Walker Mysteries"I really think this series and each book has the perfect mix of
humor, mystery, real life, and suspense.""I love this series. Carson has me
guessing the whole time!""This book is every bit as good as the first! I can't get
enough of Hope and the rest of the gang. An engaging plot, and laugh out loud
humor make it difficult to put this book down.""I absolutely enjoyed reading this
cozy mystery. It had everything I look forward to in a mystery and once started I
couldn't put it down."The Hope Walker Mysteries- Book One - A Hopeless Murder May 2018- Book Two - A Hopeless Heist - September 2018- Book Three - A
Hopeless Discovery - June 2019- Book Four - A Hopeless Game - Coming October
2019- Book Five - A Hopeless Christmas - Coming December 2019 - Book Six - A
Hopeless Journey Coming April 2019

Leaf Stone Beetle
In 1891 in the mountains of eastern Kentucky, two young women stand at a
crossroads. Both are protégées of the same mentor, Copper Brown, yet they
couldn’t be more different. Darcy Whitt falls in love with the town’s handsome yet
unscrupulous attorney who plots to take not only Darcy’s land but that of her sister
as well. Meanwhile, her beautiful sister-in-law, Cara Whitt, suddenly finds herself
alone and afraid, living in a rickety cabin on the backside of nowhere. As they
struggle with the realities of life, both women learn to rely on their faith above all
else.

Investigations of the Flor Sherry Process
"Love inspired inspirational romance"--Spine.

Deadly Deception
Forced to leave their old home, sixteen animals decide to take a train ride to
search for a new one.

New England Farmer
There's more than one way to capture a man's heart… On the day of her best
friend's Las Vegas wedding, Clare Gilroy fears that her own walk down the aisle will
never happenuntil she finds herself falling for best man—and town outcast—Reed
Tonasket. After a dizzying night in the glitter of Vegas, Clare wakes to find a ring
on her finger and a husband by her side. It should be everything she's ever
wanted, but can a man like Reed ever fit into the life she left back home?

The Queen V
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Island 152
Welcome to Promise, a small town in the heart of Texas where the neighbors are
friendly and you might just find love. Caroline’s Child Everyone in town is curious,
but no one’s ever asked who the father of Caroline Daniels’s child is—and they
never will. The people of this tight community are protective of her and little fiveyear-old Maggie. They care. Especially rancher Grady Weston, who’s beginning to
realize he cares even more than most… Dr. Texas They call her Dr. Texas. Jane
Dickinson, a newly graduated physician from California, will be working at the
Promise clinic—but just for a couple years before heading home. They call him Mr.
Grouch. Cal Patterson was left at the altar by his out-of-state fiancée, and he’s not
over it yet. Too bad Jane reminds him so much of the woman he’s trying to forget.

The News from the End of the World
When 11-year-old Indigo and her older brother Robin arrive in South Africa to stay
with their father, they find a luxury lifestyle that is a world away from their modest
existence back in England. But Indigo is uneasy in the foreign landscape and
confused by the family's silence surrounding her mother's recent death. Unable to
find solace in either new or old faces, she begins to harbour violent suspicions in
place of the truth. Steeped in the dry heat of a South African summer, this keen
and touching debut seamlessly interweaves the voices of Indigo and her mother,
and beautifully captures the human desire to belong: in a family, in a country, in
your own skin.

Touch If You Dare
In The Queen V, the beloved OB-GYN, celebrity doctor, and star of Bravo's Married
to Medicine reveals the twelve principles behind a happy and healthy vaginaand
other lady parts. After twenty years of private obstetrics and gynecological
practice, there’s nothing Dr. Jackie Walters hasn’t seen. And now, in her new book,
the widely-adored OB-GYN invites you to put your feet in the stirrups and
investigate. Whether she’s covering libido, contraceptives, labiaplasty, or fertility,
Dr. Jackie educates readers with her characteristic grace and pragmatism. Both
funny and informative, she brings you on a quest through the female reproductive
system—answering all the burning (and itching, and smelling) questions you’ve
always been afraid to ask. Dr. Jackie knows that every woman is different, and
she’s designed a reading experience that’s tailor-made for each individual. After
taking a fun quiz to uncover your own vaginal personality (V.P.), you'll embark
upon an eye-opening journey of self-discovery. Are you a Mary Jane, a Sanctified
Snatch, or a Notorious V.A.G.? What’s the shape of your vaginal flower—rosebud,
tulip, or carnation? Dr. Jackie reveals the answer and doles out advice so personal
you’ll feel like you’re in the office talking to her. For every time you've been draped
in a paper gown and too embarrassed to ask that question, Dr. Jackie has you
covered. Her book is a woman's guide to self-awareness that will educate,
entertain, and empower others to achieve vaginal liberation. It's a must-read for
anyone who owns (or loves) a vagina.

Prairie Farmer
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Private Investigator Tony Crow thinks it's just another case when his former police
sergeant calls him to identify a dead body. He quickly realizes, it's anything but
routine when he discovers who the victim is. A note found on the body propels
Tony into pursuit of a sadistic killer whose intent is to destroy Tony's life. The
mystery man is out for revenge and a single death won't satisfy him. It's not just
Tony himself who is in deadly peril, but all his loved ones. With his former
colleagues on the police force as his occasional allies and sometime opponents,
the tension quickly escalates as each new clue is revealed. In Tony's toughest case
yet, he must use all his investigation skills to confront the demons of his own past
and stop the killer before more lives are lost.

Parallel Port Complete
During an extended stay with Bird’s Aunt Hannah at Saddle Creek, a local woman
is attacked on a side road and left for dead. A vigilante group emerges, and Bird
finds herself caught up in the mystery. As Bird struggles to get to the bottom of
everything, she learns more than she bargained for about her community, her
past, and human nature.

Texas Nights
On a cold bright day, fifteen year old Adriana Dunea wakes up to find that her
world has transformed overnight. Her parents irritate her, school is a bore and her
body is changing in ways she does not understand. As the seasons turn, she grows
into a beautiful young woman, forges new friendships and falls in and out of love.
Yet her days spent dreaming of romance and listening to the latest gramophone
records in her provincial town swiftly come to an end when the sudden opportunity
arises to move to Bucharest. Seduced by the charms of the ‘Little Paris of the
East’, a chance encounter with the hot-headed composer Cello Viorin tests her
attachment to her longstanding sweetheart, Gelu. In this witty, lyrical coming-ofage novel, Mihail Sebastian sensitively charts his heroine’s journey of selfawakening as she discovers the limits of her freedom and strives to shape her
identity as a woman.

Stalking the Crow
Lonely and a long way from her Iowa home, twelve-year-old Jeri McKane reacts to
boarding school the way most middle schoolers would. Even with close friends, she
wonders whether her scholarship to prestigious Landmark School was worth it.
She’s tempted to give up when her Mom can’t make parents’ weekend, and the
school bus carrying her roommate, Rosa, disappears. But this reporter for the sixthgrade newspaper has an eye like Nancy Drew and more faith and courage than she
realizes. Jeri solves the mystery—and makes landmark decisions to trust God and
his Word through circumstances and feelings that don’t make sense.

A Hopeless Game
"Marlowe shines with a delightful and delicious comedy of errors Regency fans will
love this page turner."—RT Book Reviews The only way to save his family estate:
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marry an heiress. But Miss Sophie Goodnight will do anything to sabatoge all his
attempts to charm her. When Richard Barrett, Lord Hartley, is abruptly called home
to take the reins of the estate, he discovers the extent of the family's financial
straits. The remedy: marry the heiress their families have picked out for him.
Unfortunately, he's already planned to marry someone else. Miss Sophie Goodnight
isn't too keen on becoming his purse with feetand she sabotages all attempts to
woo her. But when Lord Hartley discovers the shenanigans in his father's past, he
realizes that deciding between two beautiful women is the least of his problems.
"Absolutely terrific! Adventure and heat and everything I want in a great story."
—Victoria Alexander, #1 New York Times bestseller, on Touch of a Thief "This
sizzling tale of seduction, suspense, and adventure is what readers expect from
Marlowe." —RT Book Reviews on Touch of a Scoundrel

Ten Myths About Israel
Zack’s back at work again, as an Alien Agent. His assignment: find an alien kid who
hijacked a spaceship to Roswell, New Mexico. Sound easy? Not quite. Because
Zack’s dad is going too. And he’s being chased by a man with a serious grudge
against aliens. Can Zack find the missing alien and keep the truth from his dad
while escaping the clutches of one Major Garrett? It’s all in a day’s work for Earth’s
Alien Agent.

A Rake by Any Other Name
Snow is piling up in Westbury, Massachusetts, and Cam Flaherty’s organic farm has
managed to survive the harsh New England winter. Unfortunately murder seems to
be the crop in season Cam is finding the New Year just as hectic as the old one.
Her sometimes rocky relationship with Chef Jake Ericsson is in a deep freeze, she’s
struggling to provide the promised amount of food to the subscribers in her first
winter CSA, and her new greenhouse might just collapse from the weight of the
snow. Supplying fresh ingredients for a dinner at the local assisted living facility
seems like the least of her worries—until one of the elderly residents dies after
eating some of her produce. Cantankerous Bev Montgomery had a lot of enemies,
from an unscrupulous real estate developer who coveted her land to an aggrieved
care provider fed up with her verbal abuse. But while the motives in this case may
be plentiful, the trail of poisoned produce leads straight back to Cam. Not even her
budding romance with police detective Pete Pappas will keep him from
investigating her. As the suspects gather, a blizzard buries the scene of the crime
under a blanket of snow, leaving Cam stranded in the dark with a killer who gives
new meaning to the phrase "dead of winter."

Alarm Girl
This is one in a series of manuals for car or motorcycle owners. Each book provides
information on routine maintenance and servicing, with tasks described and
photographed in a step-by-step sequence so that even a novice can do the work.

Farewell to Shady Glade
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"Rowe is a paranormal star!" -JR Ward, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Black Dagger Brotherhood Series To save their respective siblings, Jarvis Swain and
Reina Knight will team up to trick Death himself. This unlikely dark side duo with
impressive deadly superpowers of their own may just prove that two wrongs
together can be more than right. Reina Fleming really appreciates a man who's on
a mission-especially when he's a badass warrior doing his best to impress her. And
Jarvis is charmed by the way Reina's magic touch can soothe his dark side. But
when Jarvis's attention puts her job, her home, and her family in danger, Reina has
to decide whether love is worth the price. Enter the nonstop, action-packed world
of Stephanie Rowe's love stories-you'll never think of the manly arts in the same
way again. "Rowe carves out her very own niche-call it paranormal romance
adventure comedy."-Publishers Weekly

Anna's Gift
“Colors of Poetry” is a book of poems written in the 1960’s and 2012. They were
written by daughter and mother, independently. The poems are colorful, playful
and sorrowful. They are about feelings of love, life, family and nature. Some of the
poems will make you laugh (The Noisy Five). Others will open your eyes to the
beauty of nature (Mountain High). The author has shared some of her travels as
written in poems. In 2012, 45 years later, Patricia became motivated to write again
and publish her poems. Besides her works, she incorporated poems written by her
mother, discovered after her death in 1994. This made for a heartfelt project with
lots of meaning. Patricia’s mother would be so proud to see their poetic works
shared with others.

Sleepy Bedtime Tales: A Revolutionary Way to Get Your Child
to Sleep At Night
Deep within the heart of an ancient city ruled by a powerful empire, a young
orphan named Baltor struggles daily to survive, having to drink from animal
troughs and steal food. Pursuant to imperial law, the minimum penalty for thievery
means the loss of a hand…the maximum penalty is death! Like what happens to
most thieves, the day inevitably comes when Baltor gets caught stealing—this
time, a link of sausage. Thankfully he is not caught by a guard, by a beautiful and
exotic woman named Lady Lydia, who not only graciously offers the boy some
breakfast, yet surprisingly offers him a proposition to become “a master thief” like
herself. Having no other choices in life, he agrees. After breakfast, Lydia leads the
boy to a “top secret” underground labyrinth located underneath the city, where
expert thief-training grounds were built five centuries earlier. Instead of training
him however, she unexpectedly hands him off to a man she introduces as Drill
Instructor Humonus before disappearing. Right away, this cold-and-cruel man’s
hardcore training proves to be hellish and dangerous…will the poor boy even
survive DAY 1? And what in the world do the pictured swords have to do with
Baltor’s past and future? Read the first book in this Epic Fantasy Trilogy to find out
not only these “mysterious answers”…yet many, many more!

Her Father's House
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Book two in the Dead Souls series! Reinventing the paranormal romance genre
with a wicked twist! The much anticipated sequel to the #1 Amazon bestseller, All
the Dead Souls, has arrived at last. Savannah and Damon have one year before
the Vampire Council and Witch Coven come to deliver the verdict on their
relationship: Will they be forbidden to take one another as lovers, and risk death if
they disobey? Or will they be granted permission to stay together, forced to figure
out if their strained romance is even worth saving? At the moment, it's the least of
their concerns. In the quiet town of Greystone, North Carolina, the dead are
digging themselves out of their graves and people are dying in the backyard of
churches. Cross steeples are turning upside down, and it's nearly impossible to tell
friend from foe. A man who claims to be a warlock shows up at Novel Madness
offering his help, and Savannah wonders if there's more to him than meets the eye
- and whether his own dark secrets could endanger her whole world. Haunted by
the memories of her past and trying to come to grips with her shaky future,
Savannah is now thrust into a battle against dark forces that threaten to destroy
everything she holds dear. Armed with nothing more than uncertain magic and a
paranormal agency at her back, she must put the evil, sinister things in her life
back where they belong, before they pull her down with them. At the end of it all will she only be a ghost of the person she once was?

Vanished
Sabine is an eye surgeon, but family debts put paid to her ambitions. She has a
lover, but has become disillusioned with him. In some desperation she takes an
office job so as to put everything behind her. However, not everything is as it
seems, and she soon discovers her new life becomes complicated when she
discovers things about her employer.

Renault Mégane Service and Repair Manual
Provides advice for Visual Basic programmers attempting to interface hardware
through standard ports.

Colors of Poetry
Pre-WWII mystery set in England. Olivia finds her father with bloody hands kneeling
by the body of a colleague who has her father's knife sticking out of his chesta
colleague who supposedly drowned in the channel two years before. Scotland Yard
can't find any other suspects, but Olivia discovers the colleague was a spy.

The Swords of the Sultan
Junior chapter book about storms and nature

Yuletide Reunion (Mills & Boon Modern)
A rollicking modern romance follows Amanda Connor, who, in order to promote her
business, decides to transform some poor slob into the epitome of masculinity, but
instead, Amanda finds herself falling for her hopeless candidate, culinary genius
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and happy bachelor, Mike Cavaco. Original.

A Book of Scars
Can she find the strength to say goodbye?Karina Lang hasn't been feeling like
herself lately. And who can blame her? Life hasn't been easy the last few months,
and it is only going to get rougher. As a royal Kitsune, Karina must gain nine tails in
order to save a world she's never seen.But Karina is dragging her feet.She knows
that she must leave her home. It's the only way to protect those close to her and
keep her secret, but leaving behind everything you know and love is sometimes
harder than fighting evil.And her heart is breaking.Devyn St. Cyr would do anything
to keep Karina safe. After all, it's what he was born to do. A new fae pops up in
town who claims to want to help Karina, but Devyn is leery of the pink-haired minx.
Friend or foe, this newcomer is causing havoc for the Kitsune and her Shaman.
Karina's procrastination might cost her more than she can afford.Fans of Twilight, A
Shade of Vampire, and Shadownhunters will fall in love with Nine Tails, a short
novel series.Prepare for a unique spin on the shifters you love - and an adventure
that is as thrilling as it is unexpected. Scroll up and buy now to begin*This is a
short novel series - each installment around 35k in length*

Special Report
Making Over Mike
PEACE IS OUT. REVENGE IS ON. 'Big treat in store for fans. And if you're not a fan
yet, why not?' Val McDermid 'An emotional intensity found only in the very best
crime fiction' Sunday Times Crime Book of the Year Never forgotten Teenager
Alexandra Tozer was murdered on her family's farm. Five years later, her sister
Helen will return. Never suspected As soon as DS Breen tracks down the original
investigating sergeant, the man goes missing. And so does Helen. Never revealed
The only connection between the suspects is the Kenya Emergency - a nightmare
that Englishmen prefer to forget. But others remember. Every bloody detail. And
when another woman is taken, Breen fears that history - in all its shame and horror
- is coming back to haunt them.

Jolly Rogerson
Mills & Boon are proud to present a thrilling digital collection of all Sharon
Kendrick’s novels and novellas for us to celebrate the publication of her amazing
100th book! Many of these books are available as e books for the first time.

Mystery at Saddle Creek
Flame Shift
The Town with Acacia Trees
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“This one’s a winner.” —People Vance Lake is broke, jobless, and recently dumped.
Taking refuge with his twin brother, Craig, on Cape Cod, he unwittingly finds
himself in the middle of a crisis that would test even the most cohesive family, let
alone the Lakes. Seventeen-year-old Amanda is pregnant. Craig is heartbroken and
full of rage; his exasperated wife, Gina, is on the brink of an affair; and Amanda is
indignant, ashamed, and very, very scared. Told in alternating points of view by
each member of this colorful New England clan, and infused with the quiet charm
of the Cape in the off-season, The News from the End of the World follows one
family into a crucible of pent-up resentments, old and new secrets, and memories
long buried. Only by coming to terms with their pasts, as individuals and together,
do they stand a chance of emerging intact. “My favorite kind of book, bighearted
and full of complicated flawed characters stumbling through love and life, making
hard choices, making mistakes, and making the reader fall in love with every one
of them. I loved this novel!” — Ann Hood, author of The Book That Matters Most
“With wonderfully crafted characters and expert pacing, Miller has written the kind
of narrative that readers crave: a beautifully written, hard-to-put-down story that
will stay long after the book has been closed.” — Booklist

Tiger in Darkness
Middle Mist
Award-winning author Adrian Tchaikovsky's Made Things is dark fantasy tale of
how the most unlikely characters may become the most heroic. Making friends has
never been so important. Welcome to Fountains Parish--a cesspit of trade and
crime, where ambition curls up to die and desperation grows on its cobbled streets
like mold on week-old bread. Coppelia is a street thief, a trickster, a low-level con
artist. But she has something other thieves don't tiny puppet-like companions:
some made of wood, some of metal. They don't entirely trust her, and she doesn't
entirely understand them, but their partnership mostly works. After a surprising
discovery shakes their world to the core, Coppelia and her friends must re-examine
everything they thought they knew about their world, while attempting to save
their city from a seemingly impossible new threat. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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